
 
 
PatBase Enhancements (October 2009) 
 

Chemical Synonym Search 

 

A new Chemical Thesaurus is now integrated into the PatBase Interface allowing 

you to enter a Chemical name or trade name and get a list of related terms.  You 
can then select the terms required and these will be uploaded into a PatBase text 

search.  This saves time entering names and the tool will also construct the 

search query for you using the correct syntax.   

 

 
 

Improved Folder Management 

 

The shared folders have now been enhanced to give greater flexibility in 

controlling shared access.  You can create pre-defined user groups and set 

different access levels for specific users or groups (Read Only or Read/Write 

access).  Folders can now also be renamed. 

 

 
 



Publish Folders to non-PatBase Users 

 

Publish folders directly to colleagues and customers that do not have access to 

PatBase together with any annotations. This makes it very easy to share results 

electronically. 

 
Search History Editor 

 

A new search history editor has been integrated into PatBase allowing you to 

modify saved or existing histories in a line by line mode.  The edited history is 

then re-run against the database. 

 

 
  
Access Offline Export files within PatBase 

 

Offline export results can now also be retrieved and downloaded within the 

PatBase interface. The existing email notification is still available.  To view your 

previous offline export requests navigate to the Main Menu=>Accounting and 

select: “view recent offline exports“ 

 

Alert Results Archived in PatBase 

 

Past alert results can now also be retrieved within the PatBase Interface as well 

as via the links by email.  Past results are archived in chronological order. 

 

 



 

 

Search All text from one country (FTCC=)  

 

A new text qualifier has been added to restrict a full text search to one particular 

authority only, e.g. FTUS= (jet and ski) will restrict the full text search to US 

Publications only. This is available to use in the PatBase command line. 
 

View Simple Families within the PatBase Family 

 

A new option in your personal settings now allows you to reorganize the family by 

strict families (all members having identical priorities) within the PatBase family 

table.  This allows a much faster overview of how extended families are 

constructed. 

 

 
 

 

 


